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Tabcorp submission 

1 Introduction 

Tabcorp Holdings Limited (Tabcorp) provides this submission in response to an 
application for authorisation lodged by the TAB Agents' Association of New South Wales 
(Association) on 4 March 2009 (Application). 

Tabcorp does not oppose the Application. From Tabcorp's perspective, the decision by 
the Australian Competition and Consumer Comission (Commission) whether or not to 
grant authonsation will have minimal effect on Tabcorp's dealings with its agents in New 
South Wales and with the Association. While Tabwro aooreciates that the Association 
may require authorisation in order legally to negotiate with Tabcorp on behalf of its 
members, Tabcorp would adopt a consultative and cooperative approach to the 
Association and to its individual members whether or not authorisation is granted. Indeed. 
Tabcorp has chosen to adopt such a consultative approach in Victoria, where no 
equivalent authorisation is in force or has been sought by agents. 

However, while Tabcorp does not oppose the Application. it considers that the 
Association's submission in suo~ort of the ADDlication (Association's Submission) is 
inaccurate and misleading in a'hmber of reibects. 
are set out In sections 2 and 3 below. 

2 The scope of the conduct to be authorised 

key concerns in this iegard 

The Form B lodged by the Association describes the conduct for which authorisation is 
sought as an arrangement between present and future members of the Association to: 

collectively negotiate with Tabcorp, through the Association, the terms and 
conditions of the provision of services by members to Tabcorp including the 
appointment, extension or renewal of a contract or arrangement for the 
provision of those services; and 

participate, through the Association, in the process of resolving disputes 
between more than one agent and Tabcorp. 

Tabcorp is not opposed to the Application provided it is limited to the precise conduct set 
out in Form B. In this regard, there is inconsistency between the scope of the conduct 
described in the first bullet mint above. and that discussed in the Association's 
Submission, which is signiicantly broader. With the exception of the Association's 
participation in dispute resolution processes. Tabcorp considers that the Application is, or 
should be, confined to the Association's dealings with Tabcorp in respect of the 
negotiation of the standard terms and conditions of the agency agreements to be entered 
into by Tabcorp and individual agents. In practice, and as rewgnised in the Association's 
~ubmission,' this would involve the Association negotiating with Tabcorp, on behalf of its 
members, the terms and conditions of the agency arrangements to oe entered into by 
Tabcorp and individual agents following the expiration of tne existing arrangements on 30 

' At para 9. 
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December 201 I? It would not include, contrary to suggestions in the Association's 
Submission, dealings between the Association and Tabcorp in relation to: 

the termination or non-renewal of an agent's contract3 which would be 
governed by the terms of that agent's contractual arrangements with Tabcorp: 
and . the offer of ex-aratia payments by Tabcon, to one or more agents, which would 
be beyond the termsand conditions of the relevant agency agreement and 
which would be made at Tabcorp's complete discretiom4 

In this reaard, the Association's references to its Dast or future dealinas with TabcorD in 
respect of the termination or non-renewal of an agent's contract and/& the offer of ex- 
gratia payments by T a b ~ r p , ~  are irrelevant to the Commission's consideration of the 
Application because they would not fall within the conduct authorised. 

Tabcorp would oppose the Application should its sco ~dened to include such 
dealings. Tabcorp may consult with the Association ii d these matters, however, 
it does not consider that the Association should be a~kllu40Dru ,o collectively bargain with 
Tabcorp in this regard. 

pe be broc 
n respect c 
.*,.-.:'.,.A 4 

Tabcorp notes that the Association does not seek authorisation of collective boycot 
activity.' Tabcorp would not support the Application were it to seek authorisation of 
collective boycott activity by members of the Association. 

3 Tabcorp's conduct in the absence of authorisation 

The Association's Submission makes numerous assertions regarding Tabcorp's likely 
conduct in the absence of authorisation. In particular, the Submission states that, absent 
authorisation, Tabcorp: 

would be more likely to engage in unconscionable conducti7 . would likely offer standard form contracts to individual TAB agents on a take it 
or leave it basis without any, or only limited, input from the ~ssociation? . may take advantage of individual agents;' . would be more likely to litigate disputes with agents:'' . would conduct itself so as to undermine its working relationship with agents;" 

Cantrary to the Assocfation's Submasan. mere are currently three re evanl agreements between Tab Limited and TAB 
Agents m New South Waes Agreement lo Appomt Agent to Pmv!ao Wagoring Sewlees In New South Wales: Agreement to 
Appolnt Acllng Agent to Provtde Wagenng Servlas In New South Wales ana Agreement lo Appoint Pmbaltonary Agent to 
Provide Wagering Services in New South Wales. 

Association's Submission at paras 3,25,71(e). 95. 117(a). 

Association's Submission at paras 25 and 95. 

'See. lor example paragraph 117(a). wnlch states that auihonsatan is requlred so mat the Assoclallon can wilectlvely 
bargaln on behalf of its agents whose agency Is not renewed or is terminated. by Tabcorn as pan of its ongolng 
rat~onal~sat~on of the fnauslry Tabwm wnslaors lhat the Applfcatlon would not extend to such wnduct 

Association's Submission at paras 73(d) and 74(b). 

'Association's Submission at para 3. 

'Association's Submission at paras 33.55.66 and 75 

' Association's Submission at para 3. 

'O Association's Submission at para 67. 

" Association's Submission at para 86 and 88. 
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a Tabcorp 

would be unlikely to negotiate incentivised terms;" and 

would be unlikely to negotiate and resolve disputes with agents in an efficient 
manner.13 

The Association goes on to claim that the grant of authorisation by the Commission would 
result in public benefits associated with the reduced risk of Tabcorp engaging in the 
above cond~ct . '~  

Tabcorp strongly disputes each of the above assertions (wherever they are made in the 
Association's Submission). Each of the assertions is inaccurate, misleading and without 
evidentiary basis. In particular: 

- 

Tabcorp would not engage in unconscionable conduct in its dealings with 
agents whether or not the Application is granted. Tabcorp's practice, in all 
iurisdictions in which it operates, is to adopt a hishlv consultative approach in its 
dealing with individual agents and agents'associatfons. This approach is not 
referable in any respect to the auth&sation prev~ously granted to the 
Association in New South Wales. In oarticular. there is no suaoest~on that 
Tabcorp has engaged in unconscionable conduct in respect Grits agents in 
Victoria, in respect of which there is no equivalent authorisation." Further, 
unconscionable conduct is prohibited by the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth), so 
it cannot be the case that authorisation would reduce the risk of it occurring. 

Whether or not authorisation is granted, Tabcorp would not offer standard form 
contracts to individual TAB agents on a take it or leave it basis without seeking 
input from the Association and individual agents. Tabcorp's approach has 
always been to consult widely with individual agents and the relevant agents' 
association when determining the terms and conditions in its agency 
agreements, both in New South Wales and in Victoria (where no equivalent 
aulhorisation has been granted). The statements in the Association's 
Submiss~on reaardina alleoed ~ r i o r  conduct bv "Tabcorn" in offerma standard 
term contracts'bn a take it'br leave it basisiB &e inaccurate and misleading 
because Tabcorp did not acquire TAB Limited until 2004, when the application 
for the existing authorisation was already being considered by the Commission. 
TAB Limited's alleged c~nduct. '~ prior to its acquisition by Tabcorp, should not 
be used by the Association as evidence of Tabcorp's likely conduct in the 
absence of authorisation, and is irrelevant to any discussion of the public 
benefits likely to result from the proposed conduct. . Whether or not Authorisation is granted, Tabcorp is required "to consult with the 
TAB Agents' Association of New South Wales on matters determined by 
Tabcorp to have a significant operational and developmental affect on the 
agency network"." Tabcorp rejects the suggestion in the Association's 
Submission that, absent authorisation, "Tabcorp may use this clause against 
the Association, and TAB Agents, to impose harsh or unfair terms and 
conditions on TAB agents". On the contrary, the clause requires Tabcorp to 
consult with the Association. 

'2Association's Submission at para 103. 
11 Association's Submission at para 115. 
"Association's Submission at para 83(b) and 92-95. 

'' WEDACTED1 
I8 Association's Submission at paras 55. 69. 75 and 87. 
"Association's Submission at paras 26,28, 55,63,69,71(a), 75, 85, 87,89,90, 103, 111. 

"Agreement to Appoint Agent to Pmvide Wagering Services in New South Wales, clause 4.2(p); Agreement to Appoint 
Acting Agent to Pmvide Wagering Services in New South Wales, clause 4.2(p): and Agreement to Appoint Probationary 
Agent to Provide Wagering Services in New South Wales, clause 4.2(p). 
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Tabcorp rejects the claim in the Association's Submission that, absent 
authorisation, there is a risk that more disputes between Tabcorp and agents 
would be ~itiaated.'~ This assertion is hiahlv ~Deculative and has no eviden. 
basis. sincethe current authorisation was granted in 2004, there has been 
litigation between Tabcorp and Victorian TAB agents, whose association h 
not souaht or been oranted an eouivalent authorisation. Further. TabCOrD 

tiary 
no 

as 

disputes the ~ssociation's claim ihat its negotiation of the 2005 ;4gency ' 
Agreement brought to an end a disagreement between TAB agents and 
~ a b c o r p . ~  In fact, this dispute began prior to Tabcorp's acquisition of TAB 
Limited in 2004. Afler acquiring TAB Limited. Tabcorp set about resolving the 
dispute, and this resolution process took place at the same time as the 
Association's previous application for authorisation was being considered by the 
Commission. . Tabcorp rejects the Association's claims that Tabcorp's relationship with 
individual agents and the Association would 'likely deteriorate" and 'be 
seriously and, potentially, quickly undermined" in the absence of authorisation 
being Again, any reference by the Association to Tabcorp's prior 
conduct as beina indicative of its likelv future conduct in the absence of 
authorisation, isjncorrect because it was TAB Limited and not Tabcorp that 
engaged in the alleged conduct prior to the existing authorisation being granted. 
Again, Tabcorp points to its conduct in Victoria, where it enjoys a positive and 
consultative relationship with agents and the agents' association, in the 
absence of any equivalent authorisation being granted. 

Tabcorp disagrees with the assertion in the Association's Submission that, 
absent authorisation, "it is highly unlikely that incentivised t e n s  of any kind 
would have been negotiated" between Tabcorp and individual agents in New 
South Wales. Again, this assertion is highly speculative and has no evidentialy 
basis. 

"Association's Submission at para 67. 

2o Association's Submission at para 28. 

'' Association's Submission at para 86 and 88. 
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